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What is your most embarrassing moment from high school?



most embarrassing moment (CONT)



most embarrassing moment (CONT)



SAY SOMETHING NICE ABOUT AN SHS STAFF MEMBER

🙈



SOMETHING NICE (CONT)

❤



SOMETHING NICE (CONT)





WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS FOR NEXT YEAR? 



PLANS FOR NEXT YEAR (cont)



PLANS FOR NEXT YEAR (cont)



WhaT wOuLd YoU buY fOR tHe sChoOL wiTh $1 MilLIon?



buY wITh $1 MilLIon (ConT)



buY wITh $1 MilLIon (ConT)



WHAT IS YOUR BEST SCHOOL SPIRIT MEMORY?



BEST SCHOOL SPIRIT MEMORY (CONT)



BEST SCHOOL SPIRIT MEMORY (CONT)





WHAT SONG BEST DESCRIBES YOUR HIGH SCHOOL EXPERIENCE? 



SONG DESCRIBING HIGH SCHOOL  (CONT) 



SONG DESCRIBING HIGH SCHOOL  (CONT) 



BIGGEST REGRET OF HIGH SCHOOL?



BIGGEST REGRET (CONT)



BIGGEST REGRET (CONT)



WHO IS YOUR UNDERCLASSMAN CRUSH?



UNDERCLASSMAN CRUSH (CONT)



WHO IS YOUR PEER CRUSH?



PEER CRUSH (CONT)



FUNNIEST IN CLASS MOMENT?



FUNNIEST IN CLASS MOMENT (CONT)

🤪🤪



FUNNIEST IN CLASS MOMENT (CONT)



WHAT DID CORONA TAKE FROM YOU?



WHAT DID CORONA TAKE (CONT)



WHAT DID CORONA TAKE (CONT)



WHAT DID CORONA TAKE (CONT)



Superlatives



Superlatives



Superlatives



Superlatives



Superlatives



Most popular 
television show:
1. All American

2. Tiger King
3. The Office/ The 

Bachelor



Most popular 
slang:

1. Cap/no cap
2. Jaunt

3. Lit



Biggest fashion 
fad:

1. Mom jeans
2. Air Force 1s

3. Crocs



Most popular 
musical artist:

1. Lil Uzi
2. Kanye West
3. Billie Eilish



Most popular social 
media platform:

1. Snapchat
2. Tik Tok

3. Instagram
4. Twitter







Letters from the Editors



From the 2020 staff of The Senator,From the 2020 staff of The Senator,

We love the class of 2020We love the class of 2020



Senior recognition from the Class of 2021



Brooke Thompson

Favorite Article: Fish and Me 
Favorite Memory: Showing up late every day
Favorite Quote: “When are the articles due?” 

FAVORITE PHOTO:

When she came to class, Dunkin iced coffee in hand, Brooke was a 
solid part of the newspaper family! While she asked lots of deep 

questions (Who is Buddha?) and used big words nobody ever knew, 
her articles were always entertaining, informative and well-written. 

Thumbs up, Brookie! 



Sidney Harney

Favorite Memory: Making rude, but                                                      
funny, comments 

Favorite Quote: “Shut up Molly”
Favorite Article: Any sports article

Sidney was always up for any challenge thrown her way! She is a great 
leader and a good sport (who else could deal so well with Molly without 

going crazy?!?). While sports were her jam, Sidney could whip out an article 
on any topic when it needed to get done. While life is not always easy or 
fun, Sidney handles everything with strength and kindness. Good luck on 

your next adventure, Sid! I-L-L-I-N-I :)



Emily Hartman 

Emily Hartman has been on the newspaper staff for her junior and 
senior year. This year she became one of the editors of The Senator 
newspaper. While most of the time Emily is quiet, she is one of the 
hardest workers on the staff. She published great works, especially 
about her dog Sasha. Emily has been an honor to work with and the 
staff can not wait to see what's in store for her! 



Sam Brower 
Sam Brower joined the newspaper staff his senior year. So while it was 
his first and last year on the staff, he still made an impact. Although Sam 
did not talk much, his writing spoke volumes. Sam shared his passion 
for movies in various articles throughout the year. He also started an 
interesting series titled “Hacked.” Sam has been fun to work along with 
and we are excited to see what comes next! 



Priya Patel

Priya Patel is another fantastic staff member. Whether she's telling 

another joke or keeping everyone up on the latest gossip, you will 

NEVER be bored around Priya. She really adds a sense of “family” 

to the whole staff because she is always someone you can count on 

to listen to your problems and give you some of the best advice. SLU 

is getting a good one next year, we will love and miss you! 

To future Priya- Have you brought home a woman yet? Let us know!!



Anna Lamsargis

Anna Lamsargis is one of the funniest people on the 

staff. She’s always laughing, is such a good sport and 

never fails to bring joy to the rest of the group. We’re 

going to miss you and your “funny jokes” so much next 

year! Love you and wish you the best at the University of 

Illinois!



Molly Harms

Favorite Quote: “Do your 
online articles now!!!”

Favorite memories: The marker 
incident, breaking the stress ball  
and your “special” secret santa gift

Emoji that explains you: ��

Best features: Sense of humor & her 
variety of crocs (so she says)



Paige Oschwald 

Best feature: Fun personality

Favorite memory: Giving 
the best Secret Santa gift!

Emoji that describes you: 

     😁

Three words to describe you: 
Creative, Outgoing, 
Intelligent :) 



 A Note From Ms. Negele
Thanks for all your amazing work and dedication to The Senator newspaper! Everybody 
worked hard this year and we produced many great issues of which we are very proud. 

While there is always room for improvement, our senior leaders set a solid foundation for the 
remaining staff to build on next year. I have enjoyed all our articles this year, and I will miss 

the passion and excitement everyone had for each issue. Our online presence really took off, 
and I’m excited that you all wrangled in new readers of our paper. From brainstorming, to 

writing, to editing circles, to laying out… and all the gossiping, laughing, yelling in between, 
this was a PHENOMENAL year with an excellent newspaper staff. And to our seniors-- Sam 

Brower, Anna Lamsargis, Paige Oschwald, Priya PP Patel, Brooke Thompson, Emily 
Hartman (co-editor), Sidney Harney (co-editor) and Molly Harms (co-editor)-- THANK YOU 

FOR EVERYTHING! We will miss you TONS! And don’t worry- Roy Gully the Fish will still be 
around if you ever want to visit. 



Goodbye, SHS!
Love, the Class of 2020


